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The Technical Debt Remediation Portfolio is a group of projects and programs that work
together to build a foundation to support a modern state government with a growing number
of online services. The projects focus on removing, updating or replacing older technology.
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- Reduces costs associated with maintaining older technologies.

- Implements new, for operations
future technical debt.
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state’s data center footprint and saves money by

- Encourages cloud adoption and cloud modernization opportunities.

- There will be occasional impacts to agencies as each project within the first phase of the
Tech Debt Portfolio remediation work gets underway.

- theAgencies can expect to be informed in advance of work that will or has potential to
interrupt business operations.

- Agencies can expect to be consulted about the timing of work that requires agency
participation for testing.
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Projects within tech debt portfolio will run concurrently beginning in July 2022.
All within the first phase of the tech debt remediation portfolio will

by June 30, 2024.
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